




Request for Proposal (RFP) 70Z08320RPBA04000, Replace Hot Water Heaters At UPH, UPH 
Building #254. Coast Guard TRACEN Cape May, Cape May, New Jersey.   
RFI Responses  
08/18/20 

 
QUESTIONS:  
 
RFI 1Schedule & drawings. 
 
A) HX-2 & HX-3 are spec’d for H96 models which do not exist; an H119 is available but will 
not meet the 30 GPM on the schedule? 
 
B) The drawings only show 2 out of 3 heat exchangers, the 3rd is missing from the drawings? 
  
C)The spec’d controls how they will operate these heat exchangers at the capacity spec’d?  
 
We need the engineer to update the schedule to match the desired outputs of the DHW heat 
exchangers to a model that is available. Please provide more information to quote. (models, 
quantity & any necessary controls that will fit the application they are being installed into). 
 
ANSWERS:  
 
Updated set of drawings/specs will be released on Monday the August 24th. 
  
A & B. H2 & H3 is the same model H72, to be used in wh-rms 2 & 3. Omission was made 
during original drawings preparation and it will be updated. 
 
C. Controller and 2 way modulating valve is specified in specs and schematic dwgs. HWS 
temperture in tank will be set at 140 degrees and it will modulate. Existing boilers and pumps are 
being controlled by siemens jace 403x (404)network manager and 2 Siemens Predator boards 
 
Please check HX and control spec sections. Current BMS that needs to be upgraded is 
maintained by Bradley-Schiocchetti inc. (tel: (856) 663-3022) , an authorized Siemens 
representative. A CONTROLLER COMPATIBLE WITH SIEMENS TALON SOFTWARE is to 
be installed to control mixing valves and 2-way control valves serving heat exchangers. 
 
 As per scope BMS panel needs to be upgraded to newest software release and new controller for 
bms that reports to be installed instead of existing. New updated drawings, schedules and specs 
shall address it. 
 

 
 


